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ABSTRACT Energy harvesting techniques are promising in next generation wireless communication
systems. However, most of the existing works are based on an ideal linear energy harvesting model. In this
paper, a multiple-input single-output cognitive radio network is studied under a practical non-linear energy
harvesting model. In order to improve the security of both the primary network and the secondary network,
a cooperative jamming scheme is proposed. A robust artificial noise aided beamforming design problem is
formulated under the bounded channel state information error model. The formulated problem is non-convex
and challenging to be solved. Using S-Procedure and the semidefinite relaxation method, a suboptimal
beamforming can be obtained. Simulation results show that the performance achieved under the non-linear
energy harvesting model may be better than that obtained under the linear energy harvesting model. It is
also shown that the cooperation between the primary network and the secondary network can obtain a
performance gain compared with that without this cooperation.
INDEX TERMS Energy harvesting, non-linear energy harvesting model, physical-layer secrecy, robust
beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) has been recognized as a promising technique for promoting the development of the smart
city [1]. It consists of large numbers of sensors, which are
powered by batteries that only have limited energy storage capacity. The limited energy storage capacity cannot
perpetuate the lifetime of IoT. Fortunately, energy harvesting (EH) techniques have been proposed to provide prospective schemes for addressing this issue [2]. Particularly, radio
frequency signals are exploited as sources for powering
the energy-limited devices. There are two different research
lines on energy harvesting. One is the investigation on the
wireless powered communication networks (WPCN) [3]–[5].
In WPCN, a so-called harvest-then-transmit protocol is
adopted. The other is the focus on simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT) [6]–[8]. The energy
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and information can be simultaneously transmitted by using
SWIPT techniques.
Besides the energy issue, the spectrum scarcity problem
is another bottleneck for the development of IoT due to
the explosive increase of communication devices. Moreover,
the current fixed spectrum allocation strategy has resulted
in a low spectrum utilization efficiency [9]–[12]. To alleviate the spectrum scarcity problem, cognitive radio (CR)
has been proposed [9]. In CR, the secondary network can
coexist with the primary network on the condition that the
interference imposed on the primary user (PU) is tolerable.
There are three operation paradigms in CR, namely, opportunistic spectrum access, sensing-based spectrum sharing and
spectrum sharing [13]. In this paper, we focus on the spectrum sharing paradigm due to its easy implementation in
practice.
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It is envisioned that the integration of energy harvesting
techniques into CR can simultaneously improve the energy
efficiency and the spectrum efficiency [14], [15]. This integration has been identified as a promising candidate for the
future wireless communication systems. However, due to the
broadcasting nature of CR and the dual function of radio
frequency signals, CR with energy harvesting is vulnerable
to be eavesdropped [16]–[21]. Thus, the security of CR with
energy harvesting is of great importance.
Recently, an emerging technique called physical-layer
security has been proposed to improve the security of
the wireless communication systems [16]–[18]. It exploits
the channel characteristic to achieve secure communication. However, the secrecy rate achieved by using
physical-layer security is limited by the channel state
information (CSI) [16]–[21]. In this paper, in order to improve
the security of a CR with SWIPT, a cooperative protocol and
an artificial noise (AN)-aided transmit strategy are proposed
based on a practical non-linear EH model.
A. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Due to the broadcasting nature of CR, malicious secondary
users can illegitimately access the spectrum bands of the primary users and change the spectrum environment [19]. As a
result, the secondary network cannot coexist with the primary
network. In order to improve the security of CR, authors
in [19]–[24] have done many excellent investigations focusing on physical-layer security techniques. In [19], multipleantennas techniques have been exploited and an optimal
transmission covariance matrix has been designed to maximize the secrecy rate of multiple-input single-output (MISO)
CR. It was shown that multiple antennas techniques are
efficient to improve the security of CR. Based on the work
in [19], authors in [20] and [21] have considered practical
and imperfect CSI and designed robust optimal precoding
schemes. In [22], the secrecy rate maximization problem was
extended into MISO CR and the fading channel was considered. In [20]–[22], the bounded CSI error model was applied
and a safe result was obtained. In order to improve the performance obtained under the bounded CSI error model, authors
in [23] considered a robust beamforming design problem in
MISO CR under the probabilistic CSI error model. It was
shown that a secrecy rate gain can be obtained under the probabilistic CSI error model at the cost of a high computation
complexity. Recently, in [24] studied robust beamforming
design problems in multicast CR.
Since energy harvesting techniques have not been considered in the works in [19]–[24], the resource allocation
schemes proposed in these works are inappropriate in CR
with energy harvesting. Recently, investigations performed
in [25]–[30] have designed optimal resource allocation
schemes for CR while SWIPT techniques are applied. In [25],
an AN-aided precoding scheme was designed to maximize
the secrecy rate of the secondary user while considered the
energy requirement of energy harvesting receivers (EHRs).
However, it was assumed that the perfect CSI can be obtained.
14012

In practice, it is extremely difficult to obtain an accurate CSI.
Under the bounded CSI error model, the authors in [26]
studied the the sum harvesting power maximization problem in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) CR with
SWIPT. In order to further improve the secrecy rate of SUs,
AN-aided beamforming schemes were designed for MISO
CR with SWIPT where both the bounded CSI error model
and the probabilistic CSI error model were adopted. From the
perspective of multiple-objects optimization, three multipleobjects optimization problems were studied in MISO CR with
SWIPT in [28]. The authors in [29] jointly optimized the
AN-aided beamforming and power splitting designs to minimize the transmit power while considered statistical channel
uncertainties. In [30], authors proposed a robust beamforming
scheme by studing an outage-constrained secrecy rate maximization problem in MIMO CR with SWIPT.
However, the works in [25]–[30] adopted an ideal linear
energy harvesting model. Under this model, the harvesting
energy linearly increases with the input power. Since the
practical power conversion circuit results in a non-linear
end-to-end wireless power transfer, the harvesting energy
is non-linear. Thus, resource allocation schemes proposed
in [25]–[28] may be inefficient in practice. In order to address
this issue, authors in [31]–[35] proposed two non-linear
EH models and designed optimal resource allocation strategies in different scenarios. In [31], the outage performance
was analyzed in wireless-powered relaying MIMO systems
where a non-linear energy model was considered. In this
model, the harvesting energy firstly increases with the input
power, and then achieves the maximum value when the input
power is large. In [32]–[35], a new non-linear EH model
was proposed. Based on this model, the sum harvesting
energy was maximized by designing an optimal beamforming scheme [32]. It was shown that a performance gain can
be achieved under the non-linear EH model compared with
the linear EH model. Recently, considering the bounded
CSI error model, the sum harvesting energy maximization
problems were extended into MISO systems with SWIPT
and wireless powered MIMO systems in [33] and [34],
respectively. It was also shown that the practical non-linear
EH model has superiority in performance.
In [31]–[34], the transmission security was not considered.
However, since the radio frequency signal carries confidential
information, it is susceptible to be intercepted. In order to
guarantee the security of SWIPT systems, authors in [35]
designed an optimal AN-aided beamforming scheme based
on physical-layer security techniques. However, the resource
scheme proposed in [35] was inadequate to CR with SWIPT.
In CR with SWIPT, the mutual interference between the
primary network and the secondary network should be considered. Up to now, to the authors’ best knowledge, no investigations have been done for the secure issue in CR with
SWIPT where a practical nonlinear energy harvesing model
is considered. Thus, in this paper, a robust resource allocation problem is studied in CR with SWIPT and the practical non-linear EH model proposed in [32]–[35] is applied.
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This problem is very challenging but meaningful. The reasons
come from two aspects. One is that the harvesting energy
given by [32]–[35] is complex, especially when the robust
resource allocation problem is studied. The other comes from
the mutual interference between the primary network and the
secondary network.

respectively. k·k represents the Euclidean norm of a vector. |·| represents the absolute value of a complex scalar.
x ∼ CN (u, 6) indicates that x is a random vector, which
follows a complex Gaussian distribution with mean u and
covariance matrix 6. E[·] denotes the expectation operator.
Re (a) extracts the real part of vector a. R+ denotes the set of
all nonnegative real numbers.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION

In this paper, in order to improve the security of both the primary network and the secondary network, a robust resource
allocation problem is investigated in MISO CR with SWIPT.
Note that our work is different from the work in [27]. The
main differences are as follows. In this paper, the security
of both the primary network and the secondary network is
improved while only the security of the secondary network is
considered in [27]. Moreover, a linear EH model was adopted
in [27] while a practical non-linear EH is exploited in this
work. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) An AN-aided cooperative scheme is proposed to
improve the security of both the primary network and
the secondary network. In this scheme, the primary
network allows the secondary network to access its
spectrum band. And in return, the cognitive base station (CBS) transmits a jamming signal to improve the
security of the primary network.
2) Considering a practical non-linear EH model, a power
minimization problem is formulated in MISO CR with
SWIPT where a bounded CSI error model is applied.
The problem is nonconvex and challenging. A suboptimal resource allocation scheme is designed by using
auxiliary variables and semidefinite program (SDP)
methods.
3) Simulation results show that the performance obtained
under the practical non-linear EH model may be better
than that achieved under the linear EH model. It is also
shown that the required transmit power increases with
the CSI error. Moreover, simulation results demonstrate that a performance gain can be obtained by using
our proposed cooperation scheme compared with that
scheme without cooperation between the primary network and the secondary network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the system model. A robust resource
allocation problem is formulated in Section III. Section IV
presents simulation results. The paper concludes with
Section V.
Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by boldface
lower case letters and boldface capital letters, respectively.
I represents the identity matrix; The Hermitian (conjugate)
transpose, trace, and rank of a matrix A are represented
respectively by AH , Tr(A) and Rank(A). x† denotes the
conjugate transpose of a vector x. CM ×N denotes a M -byN dimensional complex matrix set. A  0 (A  0) represents that A is a Hermitian positive semidefinite (definite)
matrix. HN and HN
+ denotes a N -by-N dimensional Hermitian
matrix set and a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix set,
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FIGURE 1. The system model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, a downlink MISO CR with SWIPT
is considered. The primary network coexists with the secondary network under the spectrum sharing operational
paradigm. The primary network consists of a primary base
station (PBS), NE EHRs and NP PUs. In the secondary
network, the CBS transmits information to NS secondary
users (SUs) and energy to K EHRs. The primary base station (PBS) equips with NP,t antennas while the CBS equips
with NS,t antennas. All the SUs, PUs and EHRs have one
antenna. Since the radio frequency signals transmitted by the
PBS and the CBS carry confidential information, EHRs may
eavesdrop it. It is assumed that EHRs in each network can
only wiretap and decode confidential information from the
same network. In order to improve the security of both the
primary network and the secondary network, the PBS and
CBS adopt an AN-aided cooperation transmission strategy.
Using this strategy, the CBS and PBS transmit artificial noise
to jam EHRs and improve the security of these two networks.
Specifically, the CBS transmit artificial noise to degrade
the EHRs’ channels from these two networks. The signals
received at each PU and SU are respectively denoted by
yP,i and yS,l , where i = 1, 2, · · · , NP and l = 1, 2, · · · , NS .
And the energy signals received at EHRs from the primary
and secondary network are respectively represented by yE,n
and yE,k , where n = 1, 2, · · · , NE and k = 1, 2, · · · , NK .
These signals can be given as
†

†

yP,i = hP,i xp + fP,i xs + nP,i , i = 1, 2, · · · , NP
yS,l =

†
gS,l xs

†
+ qS,l xp

+ nS,l , l = 1, 2, · · · , NS

(1a)
(1b)
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†

†

†

†

yE,n = hE,n xp + fE,n xs + nE,n , n = 1, 2, · · · , NE (1c)
yE,k = qE,k xp + gE,k xs + nE,k , k = 1, 2, · · · , K (1d)
where hP,i ∈ CNP,t ×1 and fP,i ∈ CNS,t ×1 are the channel
vector between the PBS and the ith PU and that between
the CBS and the ith PU, respectively; gS,l ∈ CNS,t ×1 and
qS,l ∈ CNP,t ×1 denote the channel vector between the CBS
and the lth SU and that between the PBS and the lth SU;
hE,n ∈ CNP,t ×1 and fE,n ∈ CNS,t ×1 represent the channel
vector between the PBS and the nth EHR in the primary
network and that between the CBS and the nth EHR in
the primary network; qE,k ∈ CNP,t ×1 and gE,k ∈ CNS,t ×1
are the channel vector between the PBS and the kth EHR
in the secondary network and that between the CBS and
the 
kth EHR
network.
In (1), nP,i ∼
 in the secondary



2
2
2
CN 0, σP,i , nS,l ∼ CN 0, σS,l , nE,n ∼ CN 0, σE,n


2
and nE,k ∼ CN 0, σE,k
respectively denote the complex
Gaussian noise at the ith PU, lth SU, nth EHR in the primary
network and the kth EHR in the secondary network. In (1),
xp and xs are the transmit signal vector of the PBS and the
CBS, given as
xp = wp sp + vp

(2a)

xs = ws ss + vs

(2b)

where sp ∈ C1×1 and wp ∈ CNP,t ×1 are the confidential information-bearing signal for PUs and the corresponding beamforming vector, respectively; ss ∈ C1×1 and
ws ∈ CNS,t ×1 represent the confidential information-bearing
signal for PUs and the corresponding beamforming vector,
respectively; vp and vs are the noise vector artificially generated by the PBS and the CBS for improving the security of
these two networks. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
2
that E[ sp ] = 1 and E[|ss |2 ] = 1. It is also assumed that
vp ∼ CN (0, 6 P ) and vs ∼ CN (0, 6 S ), where 6 p and
6 s are the AN covariance matrix to be designed. It has been
shown that quantization errors can be modeled as the bounded
CSI error forms. Thus, hP,i and fP,i are given as, respectively
hP,i = hP,i + 1hP,i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NP }


2 
†
h 1
NP,t ×1
h
P,i = 1hP,i ∈ C
: 1hP,i 1hP,i ≤ ϑP,i
fP,i = fP,i + 1fP,i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NP }


2 
1
f
f
†
P,i = 1fP,i ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1fP,i 1fP,i ≤ ϑP,i

(3a)
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(4c)
qS,l = qS,l + 1qS,l , l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NS }


2 
q 1
q
†
S,l = 1qS,l ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1qS,l 1qS,l ≤ ϑS,l
(4d)
(4e)
hE,n = hE,n + 1hE,n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NE }


2 
1
†
h
hE,n = 1hE,n ∈ C NP,t ×1 : 1hE,n 1hE,n ≤ ϑE,n
(4f)
(4g)
fE,n = fE,n + 1fE,n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NE }


2 
1
f
f
†
E,n = 1fE,n ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1fE,n 1fE,n ≤ ϑE,n
(4h)
(4i)
qE,k = qE,k + 1qE,k , k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K }


2 
1
q
q
†
E,k = 1qE,k ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1qE,k 1qE,k ≤ ϑE,k
gE,k = gE,k + 1gE,k


2 
1
g
g
†
E,k = 1gE,k ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1gE,k 1gE,k ≤ ϑE,k

(4j)
(4k)

(4l)
where gS,l , qS,l , hE,n , fE,n , qE,k and gE,k represent the estimate value of the channel vectors gS,l , qS,l , hE,n , fE,n , qE,k
g
q
f
q
g
and gE,k , respectively; S,l , S,l , hE,n , E,n , E,k and E,k
denote the uncertainty regions of gS,l , qS,l , hE,n , fE,n , qE,k
and 1gE,k ; 1gS,l , 1qS,l , 1hE,n , 1fE,n , 1qE,k and 1gE,k are
g
q
h ,
the corresponding channel estimation errors; ϑS,l , ϑS,l , ϑE,n
f
q
g
ϑE,n , ϑE,k and ϑE,k represent the radiuses of the uncertainty
g
q
f
q
g
regions S,l , S,l , hE,n , E,n , E,k and E,k , respectively.
III. ROBUST AN-AIDED SECURE BEAMFORMING DESIGN

In this section, a robust power minimization problem is formulated in CR with SWIPT based on the practical non-linear
EH model while the security of both the primary network and
the secondary network are guaranteed. Due to the existence
of variable couple and the complex form of the harvesting
energy, the formulated problem is challenging to be solved.
A suboptimal solution is proposed to solve it.

(3b)

A. NONLINEAR ENERGY HARVESTING MODEL

(3c)

Most of the existing works adopt a linear energy harvesting
model [25]–[28], given as

(3d)

Plinear
harvesting = ηPEHR

where hP,i and fP,i denote the estimate value of the channel
f
vectors hP,i and fP,i , respectively; hP,i and P,i denote the
uncertainty regions of hP,i and fP,i ; 1hP,i and 1fP,i are the
h and ϑ f repcorresponding channel estimation errors; ϑP,i
P,i
f
resent the radiuses of the uncertainty regions hP,i and P,i ,
respectively. Similarly, the bounded CSI error models for gS,l ,
qS,l , hE,n , fE,n , qE,k and gE,k can be given as, respectively
gS,l = gS,l + 1gS,l



 
g 1
g 2
†
S,l = 1gS,l ∈ C NS,t ×1 : 1gS,l 1gS,l | ≤ ϑS,l
(4b)

(4a)

(5)

where Plinear
harvesting is the power conversed at the EHR; η ∈
[0, 1] is the power conversion efficiency and PEHR is the
received radio frequency power at the EHR. In practice,
the energy harvesting circuits generally result in a nonlinear end-to-end power conversion. According to the nonlinear energy harvesting model given by [32]–[35], the energy
harvesting at the EHRs denoted by 8E,A is given as


ψE,A − Pmax
E,A 9E,A
8E,A =
(6a)
1 − 9E,A
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ψE,A =

Pmax
E,A
−a
(0E,A −bE,A )
E,A
1+e

†

(6b)

1
(6c)
1 + eaE,A bE,A
where A denotes the set of EHRs in the primary network
and the secondary network, namely, A = A1 ∪ A2 , and
A1 = {1, 2, · · · , NE }, A2 = {1, 2, · · · , K }; Pmax
E,A is the
maximum harvested power of EHRs when the EHR circuit
is saturated; aE,A and bE,A are parameters that reflect the
circuit specifications, such as the capacitance, the resistance,
and diode turn-on voltage [32]. In (6b), 0E,A is the received
radio frequency power at the EHR. Let n ∈ A1 and k ∈ A2
denote the nth EHR in the primary network and the kth EHR
in the secondary network, respectively. The received radio
frequency power at the EHR can be given as




†
†
0E,n = fE,n ws w†s + 6 S fE,n + hE,n wp w†p + 6 P hE,n
9E,A =

(7a)
0E,k =

†
gE,k





†
ws w†s + 6 S gE,k + qE,k wp w†p + 6 P qE,k .

†

hE,n wp wp hE,n


≤ ϒE,n ,
C2 :
†
†
†
2
fE,n ws ws +6 S fE,n +hE,n 6 P hE,n +σE,n
f

∀1hE,n ∈ hE,n , ∀1fE,n ∈ E,n , n ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NE } (8c)
†

C3 :

†

gS,l ws ws gS,l


≥ ϒS,l ,
†
†
2
qS,l wp wp + 6 P qS,l + σS,k
g

q

∀1gS,l ∈ S,l , ∀1qS,l ∈ S,l , l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NS } (8d)
†

†

gE,k ws ws gE,k


C4 :
≤ ϒE,k ,
†
†
2
qE,k wp wp + 6 P qE,k + σE,k
g

(8e)

q

∀1gE,k ∈ E,k , ∀1qE,k ∈ E,k , k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K }
(8f)
f

C5 : 8E,n ≥ 3n , ∀1hE,n ∈ hE,n , ∀1fE,n ∈ E,n
g

(8g)

q

C6 : 8E,k ≥ 3E,k , ∀1gE,k ∈ E,k , ∀1qE,k ∈ E,k . (8h)

(7b)
The received radio frequency power comes from two sources.
One is the PBS and the other is the CBS.
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ITS SOLUTION

To minimize the transmit power of CR with SWIT while
the security of both the primary and secondary networks is
guaranteed and the energy harvesting requirement of EHRs
is satisfied, it is of great importance to design an efficient
resource allocation scheme. In this paper, the transmitted
beamforming and the AN-aided covariance matrix of both
the PBS and the CBS are optimized to minimize the transmit
power cost.
Let ϒP,i and ϒE,n denote the minimum required signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the ith PU and
the maximum SINR at the nth EHRs in the primary network, respectively, where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NP } and n ∈
{1, 2, · · · , NE }; ϒS,l and ϒE,k denote the minimum SINR at
the lth SU and the maximum SINR at the kth EHRs in the
secondary network, respectively, where l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NS }
and k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , K }. In order to satisfy the harvesting
energy requirement of EHRs, let 3n and 3E,k represent
the minimum harvesting energy of the n the EHR in the
primary network and the kth EHR in the secondary network,
respectively. Thus, the power minimization problem can be
formulated as problem P1 , given as


min
Tr w†s ws + 6 S + w†p wp + 6 P
(8a)
ws ,6 S ,wp ,6 P

In (8), the constrains C1 and C2 are given to guarantee
the security of PUs in the primary network; C3 and C4 are
imposed to guarantee the security of SUs in the secondary
network. C5 and C6 are the energy constraints for satisfying
the harvesting energy requirements of EHRs in the primary
network and the secondary network, respectively. Since the
energy harvesting form is nonlinear and complex, it is challenging to solve P1 . Moreover, all the involved channels are
identified as the realistic channel estimation model, which
considers the existence of the channel estimation error. This
extremely increases the difficulty to solve P1 due to infinite
inequality constraints caused by the uncertain CSI regions.
In order to solve P1 , SD relaxation (SDR) and S-Procedure
are exploited.
Lemma 1 (S-Procedure)
[36]: It is assumed that fi (z) =
n o
†
†
z Ai z + 2Re bi z + ci , i ∈ {1, 2}, where z ∈ CN ×1 , Ai ∈
HN , bi ∈ CN ×1 and ci ∈ R. Then, the expression f1 (z) ≤
0 ⇒ f2 (z) ≤ 0 holds if and only if there exists a α ≥ 0 such
that
"
# "
#
A1 b1
A2 b2
α
−
0
(9)
†
†
b1 c1
b2 c2
if there exists a vector b
z such that fi (b
z) < 0. 

†
†
Let WP = w
w
,
W
=
w
w
,
O
=
and
I
h
p
S
s
P,i
p
s
P,i

XP,i = I fP,i . Using Lemma 1, the constrain C1 can be
written as linear forms, given as

s.t.
†

†

hP,i wp wp hP,i


≥ ϒP,i ,
C1 :
†
†
†
2
fP,i ws ws + 6 S fP,i + hP,i 6 P hP,i + σP,i
f

∀1hP,i ∈ hP,i , ∀1fP,i ∈ P,i , i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NP } (8b)
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$P,i I
0

0




2 
h
−τP,i − $P,i ϑP,i

+ OH
P,i WP − ϒP,i 6 P OP,i  0

(10a)
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"

αP,i I

0
τP,i
ϒP,i

0

#

"


2
f
2 −α
− σP,i
ϑ
P,i
P,i

βE,k I
0

#

0


q

−γE,k − βE,k ϑE,k

2

− XH
P,i (WS + 6 S ) XP,i  0 (10b)

+ XH
E,k (WP + 6 P ) XE,k  0 (13d)

where $P,i ≥ 0, αP,i ≥ 0 and
 τP,i are slack
 variables.

Similarly, Let OE,n = I hE,n and XE,n = I fE,n . The
constraint C2 can be rewritten as
"
#
$E,n I
0

2
h
0 τE,n − $E,n ϑE,n

− OH
(11a)
E,n WP − ϒE,n 6 P OE,n  0
"
#
αE,n I
0

2
f
τE,n
2
0 − ϒE,n + σE,n − αE,n ϑE,n

where ωE,n ≥ 0, βE,n ≥ 0, ωE,k ≥ 0, βE,k ≥ 0, γE,n and γE,k
are slack variables. Using the SDR method [36], problem P1
can be relaxed as problem P2 , given as

+ XH
E,n (WS + 6 S ) XE,n  0

(11b)

where $E,n ≥ 0, αE,n ≥
vari 0 and τP,i
 are slack

g
I
q
I
,
X
=
,
Y
ables.
Let
O
=
S,i
S,l
S,i
S,l




S,l
 =
I
g
I
q
WS − ϒS,l
6
,
O
=
,
X
=
S
E,k
E,k
E,k
E,k , and


YE,k = WS − ϒE,k 6 S . The constraints C3 and C4 are
expressed as linear forms, given as
"
#
$S,i I
0
H


(12a)
g 2 + OS,i YS,l OS,i  0
0 −τs,l − $S,i ϑS,l
"
#
αS,i I
0

2
q
τ
2 −α
0 ϒs,l
− σS,k
S,i ϑS,l
S,l
"

$E,k I
τE,k

0

− XH
(12b)
S,i (WP + 6P ) XS,i  0
#
0

 2 − OH Y O
g
E,k E,k E,k  0
− $E,k ϑE,k
(12c)

"

αE,k I

0

0


2
q
τ
2 −α
− ϒE,k
+
σ
ϑ
E,k
E,k
E,k
E,k

#

+ XH
E,k (WP + 6 P ) XE,k  0

(12d)

where $S,i ≥ 0, αS,i ≥ 0, $E,k ≥ 0, αE,k ≥ 0, τs,l and τE,k
are slack variables.
Similarly, using Lemma 1, the constrains C5 and C6 can
be expressed as
"
#
ωE,n I
0

2
f
0 γE,n − cE,n − ωE,n ϑE,n
"

+ XH
E,n (WS + 6 S ) XE,n  0 (13a)
#
βE,n I
0

2
h
0 −γE,n − βE,n ϑE,n

"

+ OH
E,n (WP + 6 P ) OE,n  0 (13b)
#
0

2
g
− ωE,k ϑE,k

ωE,k I
0

γE,k − cE,k

+ OH
E,k (WS + 6 S ) OE,k  0 (13c)
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min

WS ,6 S ,WP ,6 P ,4

Tr (WS + 6 S + WP + 6 P )

s.t. (10) − (13)

(14a)

where 4 is the set of all slack variables. It is seen
from (14) that P2 is convex and can be efficiently solved
by using the software CVX [37]. However, since the SDR
method is used and the rank-one solution cannot be proved,
the optimal solution may be not obtained. If the solutions
for WS and WP are rank-one, the optimal robust beamforming for P1 can be obtained by using the eigenvalue
decomposition. If the solutions for WS and WP are not
rank-one, the well-known Gaussian randomization procedure
can be applied to obtain the suboptimal robust beamforming
vector [38].
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are given to compare the
performance achieved under the non-linear EH model with
that obtained under the linear EH model. The number of
PUs and EHRs in the primary network are set as 2; The
number of SUs and EHRs in the primary network are 1.
The number of antennas of the PBS and the CBS is set
as 20 and 5, respectively. The parameters of the non-linear
EH model are set based on the work in [34], namely amax
E,A =
max = 24 mW. The corresponding
1500, amax
=
0.0022,
P
E,A
E,A
energy conversation efficiency of the compared linear energy
harvesting model is 0.5. The channel gains are set as hP,i ∼
CN (0, 2I), fP,i ∼ CN (0, 0.1I), gS,l ∼ CN (0, 1I), qS,l ∼
CN (0, 0.1I), hE,n ∼ CN (0, 2I), fE,n ∼ CN (0, 0.1I),
qE,k ∼ CN (0, 0.1I) and gE,k ∼ CN (0, 1I). The thermal
noise power is −120 dBm. The SINRs are set as ϒP,i =
20 dB, ϒE,n = 0 dB, ϒS,l = 10 dB, and ϒE,k = 0 dB.
The energy harvesting requirements are 3E,k = 0 dBm and
h = 0.01,
3E,n = 0 dBm. The CSI errors are set as ϑP,i
f
g
q
h
ϑP,i = 0.001, ϑS,l = 0.01, ϑS,l = 0.001, ϑE,n
= 0.01,
f
q
g
ϑE,n = 0.001, ϑE,k = 0.001 and ϑE,k = 0.001.
Figure 2 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the minimum transmission power achieved
under the non-linear EH model and the linear EH model with
the perfect CSI and imperfect CSI. The perfect CSI means
h
that ϑE,n
= 0. It is seen that the minimum transmission
power achieved under the non-linear EH model is lower
than that achieved under the linear EH model. The reason is
that the resource allocation proposed based on the nonlinear
EH model can better match the practical EH circuit. This
phenomena has also been demonstrated in [32]–[35]. It is
also seen that the accuracy of the CSI has an effect on the
VOLUME 5, 2017
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SINR requirement of PUs. It is also seen that the performance
achieved under the non-linear EH model is better than that
achieved under the linear EH model. Moreover, as shown
in Fig. 3, the minimum transmission power decreases with the
increase of the antennas of the CBS, irrespective of the nonlinear EH model or the linear EH model. The reason is that the
increase of the number of antennas improves the degrees of
freedom. For example, with more transmit antennas equipped
at the CBS, the AN transmitted by the CBS can be more
efficiently steered in the direction of EHRs in the primary
network which can improve the secrecy rate of the primary
users and the harvesting energy of EHRs.

FIGURE 2. The empirical cumulative distribution function of the minimum
transmission power achieved under the non-linear EH model and the
linear EH model with the perfect CSI and imperfect CSI.

FIGURE 4. The minimum transmission power versus the number of EHRs
in the primary network achieved under the non-linear EH model and the
linear EH model with or without cooperation between the primary
network and the secondary network.

FIGURE 3. The minimum transmission power versus the minimum SINR
of PUs achieved under the non-linear EH model and the linear EH model
with different numbers of antennas of the CBS.

performance irrespective of the non-linear EH model and the
linear EH model. It can be explained by the fact that the
transmission power is required to be increased in order to
overcome the uncertainty of CSI.
Figure 3 shows the minimum transmission power versus
the minimum SINR of PUs achieved under the non-linear
EH model and the linear EH model with different numbers
of antennas of the CBS. The number of antennas of the CBS
is set as 5 or 10. The number of EHRs in the primary network
is 2. It is seen that the minimum transmission power increases
with the the minimum SINR requirement of PUs. It is easily
explained by the fact that the transmit power of the PBS
is required to be improved in order to satisfy the minimum
VOLUME 5, 2017

Figure 4 shows the minimum transmission power versus the number of EHRs in the primary network achieved
under the non-linear EH model and the linear EH model
with or without cooperation between the primary network
and the secondary network. The minimum SINR of PUs
is set as 20 dB. It is seen that the minimum transmission
power increases with the number of EHRs in the primary
network irrespective of the the non-linear EH model or the
linear EH model. The reason is that the secrecy rate decreases
with the increase of the number of EHRs in the primary network. In order to guarantee the security of PUs, the transmit
power is required to be increased. It is also observed that
our proposed cooperation scheme can obtain a performance
gain compared with that scheme that there does not exist
cooperation between the between the primary network and
the secondary network. It can be easily explained by the
fact that the cooperation by using AN can disturb EHRs to
intercept the confidential information for PUs and SUs.
In order to verify the performance gain obtained by using
our proposed cooperation scheme, Fig. 5 is given to show the
minimum transmission power versus the number of antennas
14017
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FIGURE 5. The minimum transmission power versus the number of
antennas of the CBS achieved under the non-linear EH model and the
linear EH model with or without cooperation between the primary
network and the secondary network.

of the CBS achieved under the non-linear EH model and the
linear EH model with or without cooperation between the
primary network and the secondary network. The number of
EHRs in the primary network is set to be 3. It is also seen that
our proposed cooperation scheme can obtain a performance
gain. As also shown in Fig. 5, the minimum transmission
power decreases with the increase of antennas of the CBS.
V. CONCLUSION

A power minimization problem was formulated in a
MISO CR network based on a practical non-linear EH model.
To guarantee the security of both the primary network and the
secondary network, a cooperative jamming scheme was proposed. A suboptimal robust An-aided beamforming scheme
was designed under the bounded CSI error model. It was
shown that the non-linear EH model may be provide better
performance compared with the linear EH model. It was also
shown that our proposed cooperation scheme can obtain a
performance gain compare with the scheme without cooperation between the primary network and the secondary network.
In this paper, a single cast link was considered. In order to
improve spectrum efficiency, a multi-cast scenario or a nonorthogonal multiple access CR will be focused. We will study
robust An-aided beamforming schemes for these networks to
achieve secure communications and obtain a high spectrum
efficiency.
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